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We need to remind ourselves always Al ikhlaas  al ikhlaas al ikhlaas!!!! 

 Everything we do SHOULD be for Allah’s sake 

especially in this class where we talk about the name AS SAMAD it helps us in obtaining ikhlaas. 

And Surah Al Ikhlaas is one of OUR FAVOURITE SURAHs right. NOT because it short!!! but because it is 

describing OUR CREATOR.  

We all know the HADITH in Sahih Al-Bukhari Hadith 6.534    Narrated by Abu Said Al Khudri 

The Prophet (saws) said to his companions, "Is it difficult for any of you to recite one third of the 

Qur'an in one night?" This suggestion was difficult for them so they said, "Who among us has the 

power to do so, O Allah's Messenger (saws)?"  Allah Messenger (saws) replied:  "Surah Al-Ikhaas 

(112
th

 Surah) is equal to one third of the Qur'an. 

 

The name AS SAMAD is also linked to the other name in Surah Ikhlaas which is AL AHAD 

AL AHAD means NOT the ONE. the ONE is AL WAAHID but AL AHAD is different.  

AL AHAD is mentioned in the QURAN only once in Surah Ikhlas.  

An-Nasa'i recorded from `Abdullah bin Buraydah, who reported from his father that he entered the Masjid with the 
Messenger of Allah , and there was a man praying and supplicating saying, "O Allah! Verily, I ask you by my 
testifying that there is no God worthy of worship except You. You are AL AHAD, AS SAMAD, Who does not give 
birth, nor were You born, and there is none comparable to Him.'' The Prophet said, 

 ، وإذا دعي به أجاب ا سئل به أعطيَوالِذي نـَْفِسي بَِيِدِه َلَقْد َسأََلُه بِاْسِمِه اْألَْعَظم، الِذي ِإذ

By He in Whose Hand is my soul, verily he has asked Him by His Greatest Name. It is His Name that if He is asked 
by it He will give, and if He is called upon by it He will answer.  

The other Sunan compilers have also recorded this Hadith. At-Tirmidhi said, “Hassan Gharib 

AL AHAD MEANS unique   23 ــــل   678 9  no one resembles Allah in anything or anyway not even in 

names or attributes.  

Living our life with iklaas is how we will be saved on DOJ. If we want our deeds to be accepted we need 

iklaas.this SURAH is the key to getting Ikhlas. Especially when you read it REALLY UNDERSTANDING the 

meaning .  

When you understand it IF you hear anyone say there is someone perfect rather than ALLAH or there 

are other GODS rather than ALLAH, in your heart you will feel you can NEVER accept THIS.  

Nowadays if someone says something to INSULT your parents will you accept it? will you sit with them? 

Of course NOT. Why? Because they are my father and mother right.  

BUT No one has this RIGHT on you more than Allah. My parents- THEY ARE JUST MEANS. Allah is the one 

who even INITIATED YOUR CREATION.even things like provision Allah is the one PROVIDING for you.HE is 

only using your parents as the means. Subhanallah! 

So when anyone says Allah has a son or a partner or says Allah is not perfect you will feel  

NO.  ٌأََ�د ُ  ُ�ۡل ُھَو ٱ	�



We need to remember this all the time especially nowadays with all sorts of false idols around us which 

are not just limited to statues. It can be anything or anyone to whom you give a position WITH Allah or 

ABOVE Allah. 

and We All Know Surah Ikhlaas even children know it. therefore We should really feel all this when we 

read it understanding the meaning 

after AL AHAD comes AS SAMAD.  َُ�د  ٱ���

these two names are important especially because People speak of Allah like they do humans but you 

can never compare Allah or speak of Him in terms of our thinking. Everything regarding HIM should be 

referred to always as being “in a manner SUITING His majesty”. this is why KNOWING He is  AL AHAD 

and AS SAMAD is important for us to understand this and have stability and firmness in our belief  

If I don’t have this , and a problem happens this is the REASON why i feel self pity. 

Ex-if there is a problem in my house and i compare myself to my neighbour, my friend, so and so etc and 

and feel PITY for myself thinking- 

“ why does this happen to me? I am a good person. I am praying and fasting and giving charity. But see 

how difficult my life is” 

 these things affect you if you are NOT STABLE in belief. shaytaan brings all these things in front of our 

eyes, ears and limbs. So we need to take care of our ears and eyes.  

Whatever I hear even something 0.01% about Allah which is WRONG if I don’t understand or know it is 

incorrect EASILY it will penetrate into my heart.  

So what should I do??? GUARD my heart .  

and HOW??? with IKHLAAS -knowing Allah is AL AHAD and AS SAMAD, 

 

We need stability especially because we are faced a lot with the trials of the deen.  

These are trials in the life and before the Day of Judgement the biggest trial is the DAJJAAL. One of his 

trials is the trial of DEEN because he will come at a time of desperation and gives life t the dead and 

provide, create etc. and only PEOPLE with firm belief of Allah can read   ــــر ��  on his forehead.  

You get this firmness when u REALLY understand SURAH AL IKHLAAS 

Even the name AS SAMAD sounds SOLID and STABLE 

 

To Revise- how many meanings does this name have?? 4 so far which we did 

 

1. Laysa Bi Ajwa  Allah is NOT HOLLOW SOLID not eating nor drinking not weak 

2. Lam Yalid Walam Yoolad He begets not, nor was He begotten 

3. As Sayyid Al Muthaa’aa  the perfect master. Kaamila perfect in his dominion 

4.Al Baaqi the only one who is Eternal, everlasting, never discontinued and His attributes always 

remain and are stable. So we can rely on HIM 

 

No. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are all PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES OF Allah. 

knowing all this about ALLAH helps us be firm and stable in our faith. 

 

NO. 5 describes all OUR ACTIONS  towards the AS SAMAD 



 

 

The Names of Allah always have two parts  

ILM (knowledge) and A’MAAL (action or deeds based on the knowledge) 

 

5. Al Khalaaik Thasmud ilayhi- All creation approach HIM and rely and depend on HIM willingly 

or unwillingly 

 

All our life we are between 

 �ــراء                               and                                             �ــراء                              

    Joy or trying to reform / perfecting my life                       or in a distress/ calamity/ adversity 

something good I want to achieve or which I have 

No third case only these two. Either In GOODNESS or I have a PROBLEM  

 

Who can help us in good and bad ???  ONLY AS SAMAD 

A believer should BY HIS CHOICE be making  YASMUD ILALLAH for both ــراء�   and  ــراء� 

This is best described like as if you are standing in front of Allah’s door waiting for HIM and if anyone 

even tries to move u, on no account do u even budge 

 

Ex- in life if u know someone in a particular office can take care of my problem TOTALLY and I just need 

his signature I will wait for as long as it takes to get it right. 

we see people waiting in a QUEUE for this one signature 

Or people queuing to see doctors  

  means nothing distracts u from your goal when standing at the door ��ــــ�د



If I am THASMUD to humans I’m HUMILIATING MYSELF 

Walillahi mathalan a’laa for Allah is the BEST EXAMPLE no one deserves this ــــ�د�� approaching 

standing at HIS DOOR except AS SAMAD. based on the meanings NO. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

His perfect attributes. This doesn’t mean you are literally standing but YOUR HEART is waiting for HIM. 

We need our heart to be like this JUMPING TO Allah 

Hearts are very soft to turn to Him but easily in the same it can observe other things too and be 

distracted 

 

also rememeber when u are YASMUDILALLAH don’t make it your second third or last option 

a BELIEVER who believes in AS SAMAD in the FIRST MOMENTsomething GOOD happens or you have a 

PROBLEM will be YASMUD ILALLAH  

 

Ex  for this in ADVERSITY is imagine if you suddenly fell down or you get a BAD headache. 

Imagine u are now in ــراء� even a small problem like a HEADACHE the first moment what do you 

think of??? you think “where are the means. Where is the panadol??????””  Sound familiar?!!!! 

Our heart is THASMUD ilal panadol. We are literally like slaves to the medicine or the means 

 

We need to therefore really try practicing YASMUD ILALLAH with small calamities even a headache 

YASMUD ILALLAH from the first time and then after that Second third think about panadol, doctor etc 

Is it worth it to think of an object RATHER THAN Allah?? 

The MOMENT museeba strikes the BELIEVER hearts turn to Allah 

 

Anas (May Allah be pleased with him) reported: The Prophet (sallallaahu ’alayhi wa sallam) passed by 

a woman who was crying over a grave and said, "Fear Allah and be patient.'' She said, "Away from 

me! My calamity has not befallen you and you are not aware of it.'' The woman was later told that it 

was the Prophet (sallallaahu ’alayhi wa sallam) (who had advised her). She came to his door where 

she found no doorkeeper. She said, "(I am sorry) I did not know you.'' Messenger of Allah (sallallaahu 

’alayhi wa sallam) said, "Patience is (becoming) only at the first (stroke) of grief". 

[Al-Bukhari and Muslim].  

 

Whats the use after all of being SAABIR one month or one year after calamity 

So may Allah give us the firmness. AMEEN.Sometimes we are in a panic in problems even small ones.  

 

For example – we don’t have A/C or no electricity. try practicing YASMID ILALLAH. YOU won’t lose 

anything and you even get ajar cos Allah appreciates even small thing . 

Even humans like it when we come FIRST to them in problem. Imagine they have no might or power and 

are happy when we are like this 

Then how much Allah would APPRECIATE THIS  

Therefore ISTHIANA BILLAH seek help from Allah  “ya Rabb let me feel you are AS SAMAD and flee to u 

in the first time” Ameen 

This is in difficulty 

 

But the TEST IS MORE WHEN YOU ARE IN TIME OF ــراء� Goodness/ Joy 

Like for example- good news or you got a HUGE gift 

Let us say your husband got u a diamond ring or a car or your friend gave you mobile etc 

This is ــراء�. at the time of the sarra our heart is THASMUD ILA THE OBJECT 



We are overtaken with the object of OUR joy in the first moment and then after u enjoy it and finish 

ONLY then do u say ALHAMDULILLAH ☺ 

This Alhamdulillah is coming in the second or third moment 

Example 2- when u have a baby. First moment our heart automatically is enjoying the thing and 

Sometimes u are BUSY with the GIFT FORM ALLAH more than u are busy with the BESTOWER  

 

So your FIRST thought in GOOD or even when your life is maashallah fine should be THASMUD ILALLAH 

the first moment is VERY CRITICAL.  

1
st

 MOMENT – in Joy or Calamity, EVERYONE ELSE should be a BIG ZERO except Allah. And you will feel 

this when you know AS SAMAD 

 So have isthianah billah and seek it from Allah “yaa rabb give me this” 

 

2
nd

 MOMENT- STILL at His DOOR asking Him to subject to me the CORRECT beneficial means 

In time of need for example  

Ex- I have a headache for example. First I FLEE TO Allah. Then I make dua yet asking for right means. 

Ex 2- im in distress I need someone to sign my papers I don’t know what to do. Don’t run to means 

straight away. Without making DUA to the AS SAMAD to guide u to the correct means. “Yaa rabb bring 

me the right means.” 

We are Yasmud ilallah to bring the means forward. 

HUMANS sometimes tire their limbs begging and asking people for means though they have one 

solution which is so EASY. 

 

Example- sometimes we are worried “where will I put my kids to school?” Sometimes we run searching 

for means and stress and worry and are so tired and maybe in the end you will get something you like or 

most of the time something u don’t like which you just settle for. 

 

Ex 2- there are 2 people looking for a house  

1
st

 person is running around stressing looking so tired. Ultimately in the end she will get something she 

may not even like but she will take it cos she us so exhausted. 

2
nd

 person is not running around so much. but their heart is moving to Allah though we cannot see it. 

and Allah is bringing the best house to him. They are taking means but THEIR HEART is asking HIM TO 

GUIDE THEM TO THE MEANS so they don’t even have to stress much. Allah brought the BEST. 

 

And when you talk to Allah  talk to HIM with certainity that HE does hear u. He is closer to you than 

anyone. Speak even in YOUR OWN language. Sometime even in words we cannot express what exactly 

we want but for SURE He understands your need and when u seek from HIM you will get better than 

what u expected 

 

HE DIRECTS TOWARDS ME GOOD MEANS. We don’t want trial and error in the MEANS do we??? 

If I am sick  I want to go to the best doctor first time itself. not go from doctor to doctor till we find a 

good one. So ask the one who will guide us to the BEST. YASMUD ILALLAH. Whether in sarra or dharra 

Allah is the owner of all means cos He is As Sayyed the master to whom everything even MEANS.the 

means will come through people but it is Allah who sent them.  

 

So when you are in the second moment don’t make your mind busy thinking of the ASBAAB (means) Ask 

Allah to guide them to you and then u look. 

Sometimes u see someone in the middle of the desert who has no means at all. in our language now 



They would say he is having no hope. He has No shelter food money is far away from anything no 

transport even and he is SICK.  

 sometimes when Allah closes the door for the means don’t think you are unlucky. 

asthagfirullah NOTHING IS UNLUCKY this is a mercy by itself and ALLAH does this so your heart is just 

THASMUD ILALLAH 

 

if u deal with Allah like this FOR SURE Allah will bring aid to you in a way u cannot even imagine. 

Subhanallah to teach us we should rely only on AS SAMAD 

 

NEXT when the MEANS are under my control how should I be?? 

 

now all THE REST OF THE MOMENTS after this- 3
rd

 4
th

 5
th

 till the last 

when the MEANS are in front of you look at the MEANS and in your heart deal with them like they are 

NOTHING. Like they cannot do anything for you. Like there is no value in it. EXCEPT Allah makes them 

work 

because Subhanallah sometimes we get carried away EVEN when we HAVE means. 

 

Ex -some people who have no children are trying over a long time looking for means to have kids. When 

they get treated and conceive very easily in this moment they can get ATTACHED TO THE MEANS.  

 

ESPECIALLY WHEN U GET WHATEVER U WANTED through the means u should remember this. DEAL 

WITH IT LIKE IT HAS NO VALUE 

Deal with the means like they are helpless.  

Don’t take medicine thinking  “this will cure me” or “my house will give me security”. 

ALL THE means ARE even working because Allah MADE THEM WORK 
 

how many moments then should we be YASMUD ILALLAH in a just a day?? EVERY SINGLE MOMENT 

sometimes u see people want FAST relief and YASMUD ILALLAH is hard because u have to wait.  

But this is more powerful and you will not be tired and stressed because your heart is in front of Allah in 

all stages. So you feel relaxed. Because HE IS AS SAMAD and He will take care of everything. 

 

ALL THESE moments where  we are supposed to be YASMUD ILALLAH are what we know as TAWAKKUL 

here we looked at itin the angle of AS SAMAD 

TAWAKKUL (Reliance) doesn’t mean we don’t take means. WE TAKE MEANS but realize means cannot 

do anything even if we have them. Allah is the one who does everything 

 

And what us the reward for the  َن&ِ(   ٱۡ�ُ�َ�َو�(

1. they will be among As Sabikoon As Sabikoon 

2.Foremost to enter Jannah 

3.Those nearest to Allah 

4.Go to paradise without adhaab without hisaab 

 

They don’t have to wait in a queue for ANYTHING in the DAY OF JUDGEMENT 

we said about how when you are YASMUD ILALLAH in the DUNIYA it’s like standing in a queue WAITING 

FOR  ALLAH In all three stages (first moment until the last) for both SARRA(joy) and DHARRA (hardship) 



people who are like this in the DUNIYA are  َن&(ِ  ٱۡ�ُ�َ�َو�(

the reward for THEM in the Day of Judgement?? While others will be waiting they will have NO WAIT. 

the people in the DOJ waiting in queues are those who IN THE DUNIYA wanted quick relief and didn’t 

wait in queues for Allah 

 

How should I be YASMUDILALLAH therefore???? Sometimes when we are trying to be YASMUD the test 

is that MANY distractions come in the form of people things etc to DIVERT you BEFORE running to Allah 

to make you RUN to the MEANS thinking MEANS will give you a result.  

BUT Sometimes even when u have means there maybe NO RESULT 

So we ask that May Allah make us among the  َن&ِ(  who are FOREMEOST in the aakhiraha ٱۡ�ُ�َ�َو�(

ameen 

 

This is one of the JIHADS in the life. We think sometimes Jihad is only to abstain from sinning but we 

have MANY jihaads. 

And the WORST JIHAD more than even shaytaan is the jihad of YOUR NAFS (your own desires) 

 

So while going to the MEANS first is Very easy we seek Allah’s help and make jihad with ourselves to be 

THASMUD ILALLAH  

 

We see Examples of this actually happening in the life sometimes 

A common situation is when sometime in an exams I am studying very hard and I see my brother is 

MORE relaxed and NOT studying as hard as me. And then just before the paper goes through a note 

which is the EXACT thing they question us on in the exam. He relies on Allah. While I RELY on my 

studying the whole NOTE. 

This happens right!!!  

 

This is a lesson from Allah 

BUT DO NOTE- this is NOT AN EXCUSE  to say I don’t take means and don’t study  

the point is you have perfect means sometimes and but YOU RELY on THEM and feel  

“I studied so I will do very well.” 

Maybe someone else took means as well maybe not as much as you but HE didn’t rely on the means. 

HE  relied on Allah so ALLAH MADE THE MEANS he took BENEFIT HIM or were SUFFICIENT FOR HIM to 

do well 

 

This is because we as humans rely a lot sometimes even on the experience we have. 

The moment we don’t have experience and we turn to Allah He will bring the means in front of YOU 

Look at how our lives have NO STRESS WITH Allah. you ONLY need your heart to turn to HIM 

 

Best example for tawakkul is story of IBRAHIM ALEI and the FIRE 

 

Ibrahim (AS) was sent by a catapult into the fire, and while in the air, Angel Jibril (AS) 
comes to him asking if he needs anything, and he tells him  

no, if its from you, then Im good. Allah is sufficient for me and the best disposer of affairs. 

"Amma Ilaika fa laa hajah. Hasbiyallahu wa nimal wakeel."  

Ibrahim was thrown in the heart of the fire. But Allah would not allow His Prophet to be killed, Allah 

said: 



يَم﴾﴿يَناُر ُكوِىن بـَْرداً َوَسلَـَما َعَلى ِإبـَْرهِ   

(O fire! Be you cool and safety for Ibrahim!), and there was no fire left on earth that was not 

extinguished.'' Ibn `Abbas and Abu Al-`Aliyah said: "Were it not for the fact that Allah said, 

 ﴿َوَسلَـمًا﴾

(and safety), Ibrahim would have been harmed by its coldness.''  
 And the miracle happened. The fire obeyed and burned only his chains. Ibrahim came out from it as if 

he was coming out from a garden, peaceful, his face illuminated, and not a trace of smoke on his 

clothes.  

 

Subhanallah and Allah is able even without Jibreel Alei asking to straight away save Ibrahim Alei 

Or to put the fire out or make Ibrahim Alei escape 

But Allah wants to teach us for the MUTAWAKKILEEN Allah will change EVEN the laws of universe. 

How? Fire SHOULD BURN this is the physical characteristic of fire but for the MUTAWAKKILEEN Allah 

changed it and made the fire COOL. Subhanallah 

 

For us therefore THE MORE we know about Allah the more u will be YASMUD ILALLAH. 

and when u have this in the FIRST, SECOND AND ALL THE REST OF THE MOMENTS of good and bad you 

will tawakkul and Allah will protect you HERE in the duniya and IN THE AAKHIRAH 

 

So the last meaning of AS SAMAD is a culmination of all the meanings together. Knowing how perfect 

Allah is and how helpless everything else EVEN myself are in front of HIM it’s easy to be YASMUD to Him 

 

So IMPACT OF THIS NAME- AS SAMAD 

1. Tawakkul 

2. He is the one who reforms your life so u are YASMUD ILALLAH TO REFORM 

IT.Don’t busy your life planning,He is the BEST PLANNER.  

Sometimes we feel I have to take means so I will plan according to what I want. And then after that I will 

RELY ON Allah to do MY PLAN. this is WRONG. Some people think this is the way but it’s wrong 

In Arabic they have a saying 

“YOU DO WHAT U CAN DO AND THE REST IS ON Allah” 

This is incorrect. 

 

The believer with his limbs is busy taking means but his heart is with Allah 

YOU HAVE TO TAKE means.but RELY on him to BRING MEANS and after you take means YOU AGAIN 

RELY on Him to make it work 

Ask Allah “ yaa Rabb i want the BEST in my life even the thoughts which are BEST for me 

 

Example for projects we do depend on As Samad to give you even good ideas what I should do, what 

topic, how I should do etc 

So its NOT I do the planning and rest let Allah handle. From start to finish EVEN PLANNING rely on HIM. 

EVERYTHING is on Allah  

Subhanallah so we finish here but remember We didn’t even give this name its right though. names of 

Allah DON’T have a border to say it’s over Subhanallah!!! 



Subhaanaka Allaahumma wa bihamdika, 'ash-hadu 'an laa 'ilaaha 'illaa 'Anta, 'astaghfiruka wa 

'atoobu 'ilayka.  

Glory is to You, O Allah, and praise is to You. I bear witness that there is none worthy of 
worship but You. I seek Your forgiveness and repent to You. 
 

May Allah forgive me all my errors mistakes and shortcomings.they are my own or from the shayateen. Auzubillahi minas 

shaytaan nirrajeem.Please let me know any corrections.May Allah reward and accept from sister Emaan and us all. Ameen 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


